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中 文 摘 要 ： 本研究主要目標是透過語料庫分法，分析台灣戰後初期文本中，關
鍵詞彙之語意發展。一般認為，特定時空下的關鍵詞，一定程度反
應特定社群意識形態在語言上的表徵。本研究首先著手建立小型且
具代表性之「台灣戰後初期語料庫」，蒐集西元1945至1949年期間
所出版之社論及散文文章。接著，透過語料庫量化分析方法，從中
擷取每一篇文章中特定詞彙組合模式，透過群集分析法，將所有文
章依據抽取之詞彙組合自動分群。得到文章群集後，利用語料庫中
Multiple Distinctive Collexeme分析法，尋找每一個文本群集之
關鍵詞彙(Distinctive Keywords)。確定文本群集和關鍵詞後，我
們利用網絡分析(Network Analysis)，觀察每一群集中，不同作者
和刊物如何透過關鍵詞分佈之相似性及相異性，構成獨立網絡。最
後，我們將群集中的作者群，連結至「台灣人物傳記知識本體網
(Taiwan Biographical Ontology)」，進一步探究每一個群集中的
作者網絡，在其他層次間的共同性，透過連結語言、作者及其相關
生平背景及事蹟，建構多層網絡。此複雜網絡，將有助於我們了解
戰後初期台灣文壇中所呈現的意識形態分佈，同時也可針對每一個
意識形態類型之本質與支持者有更全面的分析。

中文關鍵詞： 語料庫分析，意識形態，關鍵詞，台灣戰後初期，群體傳記分析

英 文 摘 要 ： This study examines the semantic development of key terms
in Taiwan from a corpus-based perspective. Keywords in a
particular context map an implicit characteristic way of
thinking in a community onto an explicit observable
linguistic representation. Specifically, we investigated
the lexical patterns in Taiwan Early Post-war Corpus, a
small-size corpus consisting of opinion articles and
prosaic writings produced in 1945–1949. Based on the
lexical distribution of the unigrams and bigrams, we used
hierarchical cluster analysis to identify the sub-groupings
of the texts in the corpus and conducted lexical network
analysis with keywords from each cluster to further examine
the within-cluster homogeneity and between-cluster
heterogeneity. Distinctive keywords associated to text
clusters were statistically defined using the
distinctiveness values from the multiple distinctive
collexeme analysis, covering both unigrams and bigrams from
the texts.  Moreover, we also examined the networks
associated with the authors and periodicals included in
each cluster based on their commonalities in keyword
usages. Having identified the semantic clusters which
represent ideological preferences, we conducted a
prosopographic study on the authors to determine
predispositions of each cluster/position on an ideological
map. Biographical information and organizations’
classification are stored in Taiwan Biographical Ontology
(TBIO). The combination of these analyses will create a
multi-layered network system, which will not only help



identify ideological camps in post-war Taiwan and
illuminate their respective ideologies but also
characterize their members.

英文關鍵詞： corpus analysis; ideology; keywords; Taiwan early post-war;
prosopographic analysis
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Abstract 
 
This study examines the semantic development of key terms in Taiwan from a corpus-based 
perspective. Keywords in a particular context map an implicit characteristic way of thinking in 
a community onto an explicit observable linguistic representation. Specifically, we investigated 
the lexical patterns in Taiwan Early Post-war Corpus, a small-size corpus consisting of opinion 
articles and prosaic writings produced in 1945–1949. Based on the lexical distribution of the 
unigrams and bigrams, we used hierarchical cluster analysis to identify the sub-groupings of 
the texts in the corpus and conducted lexical network analysis with keywords from each cluster 
to further examine the within-cluster homogeneity and between-cluster heterogeneity. 
Distinctive keywords associated to text clusters were statistically defined using the 
distinctiveness values from the multiple distinctive collexeme analysis, covering both unigrams 
and bigrams from the texts.  Moreover, we also examined the networks associated with the 
authors and periodicals included in each cluster based on their commonalities in keyword 
usages. Having identified the semantic clusters which represent ideological preferences, we 
conducted a prosopographic study on the authors to determine predispositions of each 
cluster/position on an ideological map. Biographical information and organizations’ 
classification are stored in Taiwan Biographical Ontology (TBIO). The combination of these 
analyses will create a multi-layered network system, which will not only help identify 
ideological camps in post-war Taiwan and illuminate their respective ideologies but also 
characterize their members.   
 
Keywords: corpus analysis; ideology; keywords; Taiwan early post-war; prosopographic 
analysis;  
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中⽂摘要 

本研究主要⽬標是透過語料庫分法，分析台灣戰後初期⽂本中，關鍵詞彙之語意發展。⼀般認為，特定

時空下的關鍵詞，⼀定程度反應特定社群意識形態在語⾔上的表徵。本研究⾸先著⼿建⽴⼩型且具代表

性之「台灣戰後初期語料庫」，蒐集西元 1945 ⾄ 1949 年期間所出版之社論及散⽂⽂章。接著，透過語

料庫量化分析⽅法，從中擷取每⼀篇⽂章中特定詞彙組合模式，透過群集分析法，將所有⽂章依據抽取

之詞彙組合⾃動分群。得到⽂章群集後，利⽤語料庫中 Multiple Distinctive Collexeme 分析法，尋找每⼀

個⽂本群集之關鍵詞彙(Distinctive Keywords)。確定⽂本群集和關鍵詞後，我們利⽤網絡分析(Network 

Analysis)，觀察每⼀群集中，不同作者和刊物如何透過關鍵詞分佈之相似性及相異性，構成獨⽴網絡。

最後，我們將群集中的作者群，連結⾄「台灣⼈物傳記知識本體網(Taiwan Biographical Ontology)」，

進⼀步探究每⼀個群集中的作者網絡，在其他層次間的共同性，透過連結語⾔、作者及其相關⽣平背景

及事蹟，建構多層網絡。此複雜網絡，將有助於我們了解戰後初期台灣⽂壇中所呈現的意識形態分佈，

同時也可針對每⼀個意識形態類型之本質與⽀持者有更全⾯的分析。 

 
關鍵詞: 語料庫分析，意識形態，關鍵詞，台灣戰後初期，群體傳記分析  
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1 Introduction of the theory: Intellectual History and 
sociology of knowledge 

While speeches of contemporary leaders in China or Taiwan have been investigated (Holt and 
Chang 2009; Lams 2018a, 2018b; Lams and Liao 2011; Lu and Ahrens 2008), remarkably few 
studies have been conducted on the discourse features of the prime actor on the Taiwanese 
political scene during early Kuomintang (Guomindang, KMT) rule on the island. What do the 
worldviews of a given period consist of? What is their role? How does knowledge, defined as 
an ideologically motivated understanding of the world, structure society? And what is the 
relationship between individuals as bearers of such knowledge and social groups which 
represent various worldviews? Following the sociology of knowledge (Mannheim 1954), a 
theory formulated by the German sociologist Karl Mannheim (1893–1947) in the 1930s and 
1940s, we would like to address these questions by focusing on a particular kind of knowledge, 
i.e., ideologies expressed in the discourses of actors who form certain social groups. This 
approach involves not only analyzing the concepts and ideas of a given period, but also taking 
into consideration the historical contexts and the writers. In this respect it goes beyond 
conceptual history, linking it together with history and society.  

In this study, we will take a corpus-based approach to the analysis of the emerging 
ideological structures in the early post-war period of Taiwan. We created a small-sized 
representative corpus of the period, which in turn gives us a linguistic foundation for the 
uncovering of the ideological positions during the early post-war period. In particular, there are 
three objectives in this study. First, we aim to utilize keyword analyses to identify the 
ideological positions of the texts published during this period. Second, we will determine 
prominent lexical items, as well as actors and periodicals, strongly associated with these 
ideological positions. Finally, we will account for the dynamics of these ideological 
distributions by an in-depth study of the writer's’ engagement with various organizations (e.g., 
employment, participation, etc.) and determine the writer's habitus for each position.  

This study extends prior work on the literary landscape of Taiwan early post-war period 
in several important ways. First we adopted a rigorous quantitative method for computational 
text analytics, which allowed for an extensive analysis of agents and journals that were often 
under-represented in the previous works. Second, we drew insights from quantitative corpus 
linguistics and utilized a well-received statistical method to identify keywords and phrases 
from particular text collections. These methods have not been commonly implemented in most 
of the existing applications for text analyses in digital humanities. Finally, we utilized the 
network analysis to reconstruct the inter-relationships between agents, periodicals and their 
discourse patterns. This exploratory quantitative techniques greatly reduced the risk of limiting 
the discussion of literary landscapes to only a few canons. 

2 Introduction of sources 
In this study, we created Taiwan Early Post-war Corpus (TEPC), which includes 1,082 
digitized texts published in 25 early post-war culturally oriented periodicals (1945–1949) by 
664 authors. TEPC with its size of 1,399,987 characters can be considered a domain-specific 
small-sized corpus. The corpus includes texts in prosaic style and mainly comprising of 
personal essays, short stories, and opinion articles.1  

                                                
1 Generally, categorization of some of the texts was very different because the boundaries between the above 
mentioned genres were rather blurred. In Chinese categorization, our category of “personal essay” would 
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Corpus Size (characters): 1,399,987 

Number of texts2:  1,082 

Number of words: 69,1557 

Average Number of chars/text: 1,293.88 

Average Number of words/text: 639.15 

Tab 1: Summary of the Taiwan Early Post-war Corpus  
 

The rules for inclusion of a text to the corpus can be understood along the division line 
between poetry and prose, where the latter was included. One of the reasons is that prose 
exhibits a natural flow of speech and grammatical structures that can be mutually compared. 
Verse, on the other hand, by its regulated structure and poetic language requires a different 
approach. The following analysis will show, however, that the language of literary works with 
different lexical preference and aestheticized style constituted a salient cluster.   
 

 
Fig. 1: Distribution of documents by periodicals 
 

Fig.1 shows the distributions of the texts collected in TEPC by their source periodicals. 
It is clear that the distribution of the texts among different journals is biased towards long-run 
supplements like Haifeng of the newspapers Zhonghua ribao and Riyuetan of Gonglun bao. 
                                                
correspond to the genres of sanwen 散文, xiaopinwen 小品文, zawen 雜文. For more about Chinese essay in 
modern period see Laughlin (2008, 24–45). 
2 Please note that all character and word counts did not include the number of punctuations in the texts. 
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The explanation of this bias lies in the early post-war publication practice. While the literary 
scene in 1945–1947 saw a certain number of journals with cultural content, the situation 
changed rather dramatically after the 2.28 Incident when the majority of literary production 
was, probably due to the hardening regulations toward periodicals, moved toward literary or 
cultural supplements, which did not need to independently register with authorities3 The second 
reason for the bias is given by the periodicity and the period of publication for each periodical. 
Both supplements Haifeng and Riyuetan represent long-run periodicals with several hundreds 
of issues, while journals like, for example, Xinxin, had only eight issues. For the current 
analysis, we will not normalize this bias, because we are primarily interested in contemporary 
discourse. That is, we want to find out which of the ideological positions and stylistic 
preference was dominant in the early post-war period. This gives us an understanding of what 
texts the early post-war readers were exposed to and how much each position was represented. 
 

 
Fig. 2: Distribution of documents by authors (with five and more articles) 
 
The corpus, however, does not include all prosaic articles from the above-mentioned journals. 
Our selection tried to find a balance between well-known figures, who are often mentioned in 
the secondary scholarship, like Yang Kui 楊逵 (1906–1985) or Xu Shoushang 許壽裳 (1883-1948), and 
less known authors, whose identity is covered by a pen name (cf. authors in Fig.2 with five 
and more articles). In other words, our selection paid attention to two rationales: (1) to 
include as many journals as possible to ensure the diversity of document sources and (2) the 
representativeness and diversity of the authors in our corpus (i.e., with higher number of 
articles in a journal under scrutiny).  

                                                
3 For censorship and control of periodicals in the period, see Dluhošová (2018). 
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3 Methodology and general observations of the corpus 
The digital texts of the TEPC were preprocessed as follows. First we tokenized the text in each 
article into words, using the Chinese word segmenter, Jieba. We defined a relevant dictionary 
list to improve the performance of word segmentation. Second, we segmented each article into 
sentence-like units by non-word tokens. These sentence-like units formed the basis for later 
multiword combinations (i.e., n-gram) extraction for each article. To answer our research 
questions, our methodology combines several types of quantitative analyses. All data 
processing and analyses were done using self-developed R scripts written by the first author. 

Our first analysis used the exploratory hierarchical cluster analysis to identify the 
document clusters in the corpus based on their lexical patterns. The second analysis utilized the 
multiple distinctive collexeme analysis, which can be seen as a robust statistical variant of 
keyword analysis, to determine the keywords for each document cluster. These keywords 
formed our basis for the description of the semantic structures for each cluster. Finally, our 
third analysis connected textual information to their biographical sources. In particular, we 
utilized network analysis to examine the intricacies of inter-relationships in-between keywords, 
authors, and periodicals by visualizing their networks. The interpretation of results was 
interpreted by the corresponding author.  

3.1 Determination of clusters 

We adopted hierarchical cluster analysis to group all argumentative texts in TEPC into different 
sectors according to their lexical distribution. More specifically, we considered each document 
as a unit and the analysis took into consideration both frequency of selected lexical types in a 
particular document and their distributions across documents. The lexical proximity (shared 
vocabulary) would indicate the existence of several semantic clusters. As for the words 
selection, we particularly used the unigrams and bigrams of each text as the features for cluster 
analysis. In addition, we used frequency-based cut-offs to ensure that the n-grams included in 
the analysis were representative in terms of their frequency and dispersion in TEPC. 
Specifically, an n-gram was included as a potential classifying feature for cluster analysis if (a) 
it occurred at least 5 times in the entire corpus, and (b) it occurred in at least two different 
articles in the corpus. However, to reduce the impact of non-informative functional lexical 
sequences, we excluded n-grams which occurred in more than 80 percent of the articles in the 
corpus. An n-gram of high dispersion usually indicated that it was a grammatical word or 
sequence with little ideational content.  

After we determined the relevant set of n-grams as classifying features of each text, we 
submitted this document-by-n-gram co-occurrence matrix to hierarchical cluster analysis, 
using the ward’s method. We used the correlation-based metric and the cosine distance for the 
computation of the pairwise distance for texts. 

Hierarchical cluster analysis merged documents into super-clusters based on their 
pairwise similarity from a bottom-up approach until all documents in the corpus formed one 
big cluster. Whenever a cluster on higher level was formed, documents within the original 
clusters were collapsed into one. This merging proceeded iteratively, yielding a tree-like 
dendrogram, as shown in Fig. 5.  
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Fig. 3: The scree-plot suggesting five clusters as the most suitable division of the texts in TEPC 
 

To find out the most optimal number of clusters in the corpus, we used the scree-plot 
method4 (Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 2005). A scree plot, as shown in Fig. 3, showed the within-
cluster variation (i.e., the sum of square values in the y-axis) for each solution of the cluster 
numbers (i.e., the x-axis). As the number of clusters increased, each cluster became more 
homogenous and the within-cluster variance decreased as well. The scree-plot method 
suggested that the first leveling point of the line plot, i.e., the elbow point at five clusters, was 
the most parsimonious balance between minimizing the cluster number and within-cluster 
variance for each cluster. Therefore, in the following quantitative analyses, we took the five-
cluster as our basis for further keyword and network analyses. 
 
 

                                                
4 In multivariate statistical analysis, the scree-plot displays the eigenvalues in a downward curve. According to the scree test, the spot where 
the curve levels off points to values that should be the most significant (Field and Field, 2012, p.762-764). 
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Fig.4: The size of each cluster, suggesting that the second cluster dominantes the whole corpus. 
 

Fig.4 showed the five clusters and the number of texts in each cluster. The unbalanced 
distribution of texts among the clusters may be partly attributed to the impact of the unbalanced 
distribution among the periodicals, where the majority of texts came from literary supplements 
of Haifeng and Riyuetan. As it will be shown below, the largest cluster is not so much defined 
by the ideological standpoints, but rather style. 

These clusters, however, are not exclusively linked with one particular periodical or a 
group of periodicals. As it will be shown below, nearly all main journals appear in each cluster. 
Similarly, some clusters also share some authors, because their proximity is given by shared 
lexicon and can be explained by their participation in various discussions. This phenomenon 
would naturally lead to the question of how much these clusters are related to one another.  
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 Fig. 5 : Structure of identified clusters according to the hierarchical clustering analysis. 
 

We can apply hierarchical cluster analysis to display how much these clusters are 
connected in terms of shared vocabulary. The dendrogram presented in Fig. 5 may shed some 
light on this problem. Cluster 2 and 3 create one super-structure and Cluster 1, 4, and 5 the 
second. We can also observe the dynamics within the second super-structure. While Cluster 1 
and 5 are closer together, Cluster 4 is attached only in the next step suggesting a looser 
connection to the other two. Ideological position of these clusters will be discussed in the 
analytical section below. 

3.2 3Semantic structure of the clusters: keyword analysis 

Cluster analysis is an exploratory statistical technique, which helps the researcher to identify 
the potential underlying structure of the data. In our case, we were interested in the sub-
grouping of the texts in the corpus. Although the cluster algorithm provided a lexically-based 
grouping of the texts, an important follow-up would be to isolate important lexical features that 
were distinctive to each sector of the texts. In the post-hoc analysis, we used a powerful method 
in corpus linguistics, i.e., multiple distinctive collexeme analysis (MDCA), to identify 
important lexical items that were strongly associated with each cluster. The rationale behind 
the MDCA was largely based on the idea of keyness analysis (Rayson, 2008), but with more 
rigorous statistical considerations. 

More specifically, the MDCA was proposed by Gries and Stefanowitch (2004), whose 
objective was originally to identify distinctive words that could help effectively differentiate 
between two or more semantically similar constructions. Words that are attracted to a particular 
linguistic context were referred to as collexemes in this research paradigm. The present study 
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extended the MDCA to the analysis of the distinctive collexemes for five relevant linguistic 
contexts, i.e., our five clusters of texts. The MDCA would give us two types of distinctive 
lexical items of each cluster, i.e., (a) n-grams that were strongly repelled in each cluster (i.e., 
words that are very unlikely to be used in the cluster) and (b) n-grams that were attracted to 
each cluster.  

Let us illustrate the procedure of the MDCA with a particular word, waishengren 外省
人. To determine whether waishengren was distinctive in differentiating the semantics of the 
five clusters, we first tallied its co-occurrence frequencies with each cluster, as shown in the 
Observed Frequency rows in Tab. 2. Based on the marginal frequencies of the five clusters, we 
computed the expected frequencies of waishengren for each cluster. For each cluster, a 
binomial test was then performed to establish the exact probability of observing these co-
occurrence frequencies given the expected frequencies. The log-transformed probability (in 
base 10) was defined as the distinctiveness value of the collexeme waishengren. According to 
Gries & Stefanowitsch (2004b), the distinctiveness value determines whether a collexeme is 
significantly distinctive for a particular linguistic pattern or context. Normally, a distinctiveness 
value greater than 2 (or less than −2) would suggest that the p value is smaller than the normal 
significance level (i.e., 0.01), thus indicating a frequency distribution significantly deviant from 
that expected (Gilquin 2006). The sign of the distinctiveness value suggests either attraction or 
repulsion. As shown in Tab. 2, waishengren was more attracted to Cluster 4 and was strongly 
repelled by Cluster 2.  The MDCA provided the sum of all absolute distinctiveness values 
(SumAbsDev) for each collexeme, measuring how strongly each collexeme deviated from the 
expected distribution, and the largest deviation (LargestDev), identifying the cluster from 
which the collexeme showed the strongest deviation. We applied the same analysis to all lexical 
features (i.e., words and n-grams) used in the cluster analysis. 
 
Collexeme 外省人 工作 本省 

Observed Freq in Cluster 1 12 239 197 

Observed Freq in Cluster 2 8 212 52 

Observed Freq in Cluster 3 5 119 79 

Observed Freq in Cluster 4 33 77 82 

Observed Freq in Cluster 5 3 60 297 

Expected Freq in Cluster 1 12.6336 146.4251 146.4251 

Expected Freq in Cluster 2 23.7257 274.9843 274.9843 

Expected Freq in Cluster 3 13.0766 151.5601 151.5601 

Expected Freq in Cluster 4 7.3236 84.8820 84.8820 

Expected Freq in Cluster 5 4.2405 49.1485 49.1485 

pbin_CLUSTER_1 -0.3048 15.3620 5.4431 

pbin_CLUSTER_2 -5.0396 -6.3199 -81.9576 

pbin_CLUSTER_3 -2.2853 -2.8881 -12.1920 

pbin_CLUSTER_4 14.6012 -0.7043 -0.4016 
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pbin_CLUSTER_5 -0.4205 1.1798 149.3093 

SumAbsDev 22.6514 26.4541 249.3036 

Preference CLUSTER_4 CLUSTER_1 CLUSTER_5 

Tab 2: Illustration of the Multiple Distinctive Collexeme Analysis 
 

This statistical extraction of distinctive keywords from each cluster provides a more 
comprehensive understanding of the semantics of the major five clusters. As suggested in our 
earlier presentation of the dendrogram in Fig. 5, there seemed to be two distinctive super-
clusters in our current corpus. We first applied this MDCA to these two collections of 
documents and determined a list of general keywords for these two super-clusters. 
 

 
Fig. 6: Distinctive keywords for both super-clusters 
 

Fig. 6 displays lexical preferences of both super-clusters. While the super-cluster 
comprising of clusters 1, 4, and 5 shows vocabulary clearly related to several political 
discussions and cultural policies indicating that it is a super-cluster of ideologically loaded 
vocabulary, the second super-cluster introduces vocabulary closer to colloquial language (e.g., 
personal and possessive pronouns or measure words) and closer to private or personal life (e.g., 
family members, friends etc.), suggesting that these texts are probably more essayistic in their 
nature.  That does not mean, however, that these texts do not convey any set of ideas, 
worldviews, or even ideology. The distinction based on the frequencies of words, however, 
sees the distinction on the stylistic level. 

Fig. 6 shows that the other super-cluster is more connected to literary works. The 
distinctive collexemes suggest that articles in this super-cluster provide literary critiques on 
particular writers'’ creations, but in different perspectives. Those in Cluster 2 may be more 
focused on the thematic subjects of the literary production, as shown in more subject-related 
lexical items on the top-30 distinctive collexemes for Cluster 2 (e.g., fiends' pengyou 朋友, 
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'child' haizi 孩子, 'tiger' laohu 老虎, 'taiphoon' taifeng 颱風). Also, the top-ranked lexical 

feature, 的_人, may indicate that articles in Cluster 2 often discuss particular subjects in a 
literary production and analyze the characteristics or personality of the subjects. On the other 
hand, articles in Cluster 3 may be more connected to the discussion of agents’ writing styles, 
as shown in more lexical items on the top-30 distinctive collexemes, relating to literary styles 
(for examples see fn. 24). Most of these collexemes indicate that articles in Cluster 3 center 
around the meta-discourse critiques of the literary styles of particular writers. 

3.3 Semantic Network Analysis and its projections to authors and 
journals 

After determining the distinctive keywords for each cluster (i.e., collexemes) using the multiple 
distinctive collexeme analysis, we utilized network analysis to visualize the semantic structures 
of each cluster in terms of their associated keywords. In addition, as each text was connected 
to a source (e.g., an actor or a periodical), we also constructed network of authors and 
periodicals for each cluster of texts. All these networks were based on the co-occurrence 
frequencies of lexical items.  

The keyword network for each cluster was based on the co-occurrence of each 
distinctive collexme with each text. If two keywords co-occurred more often in similar sets of 
articles, they would also share a stronger connection in the network. Similar mechanisms were 
also applied to the creation of the author and periodical networks for each cluster. All these 
networks allowed us to identify the relationships between authors and periodicals through their 
commonalities in discourse (i.e., lexical information). 

The author network for each cluster was based on the co-occurence of each author 
appearing in the cluster with the distinctive keywords. Namely, if two authors used more often 
similar sets of the distinctive keywords, they would also share a stronger link in the network. 
After identifying the distinctive keywords in each cluster, we created an author profile of their 
keyword uses for each cluster, i.e., a matrix where the rows were the authors included in each 
cluster and the columns referred to each keyword. The author-based network analysis included 
top thirty keywords of the cluster ranked by their distinctiveness values from the MDCA. With 
this contingency table, we constructed Author Network for each cluster to see how these agents 
may be inter-connected based on their usage of keywords. Relatedly, these author-based 
networks allowed us to see which agents were more prominent in the network of each cluster. 

In a similar fashion, the periodical network for each cluster was based on the co-
occurrence of each periodical appearing in the cluster with the distinctive keywords. If two 
periodicals contained similar sets of distinctive keywords, they would be more interconnected 
in the network. After identifying the distinctive keywords in each cluster, similarly, we created 
a periodical profile of their keyword uses for each cluster, i.e., a matrix where the rows were 
the periodicals included in each cluster and the columns referred to each keyword. We included 
also the top thirty keywords (ranked by distinctiveness values) for the periodical-based network 
construction. With this table, we constructed Periodical Network for each cluster to see how 
these periodicals were interconnected based on their co-occurring keywords as well as which 
journals were more prominent in the network of each cluster.  

Taiwanese secondary scholarship in great length discussed specificities of some early 
post-war periodicals and identified their political stances.5 Our analysis of periodical network 

                                                
5 In addition to the first wave of interest in post-war periodicals in the 1990s usually published in the academic journal Taiwan shi yanjiu 臺
灣史研究, the second wave was initiated by the compilation of the Catalogue Database of Taiwan Literary Journals (台灣文學期
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for each cluster complements these, usually individually oriented, studies on Taiwanese post-
war periodicals, and shows dynamics among them through their relative closeness based on 
shared vocabulary.  

4 Prosopographical study 
The author network for each cluster shows not only the dynamics among the authors and how 
close these contributors were in terms of their vocabulary choices, but also foregrounds their 
shared worldviews. Having identified groups of authors for each cluster, we will contextualize 
the dynamics of these clusters through an external study of the author’s engagement with 
various organizations (e.g., their employment, participation, and the like). The analysis will 
show what people were predominantly attracted to the clusters/positions and to the given 
worldviews. The information about writers’ engagement with organizations and the 
classification of organizations are stored in the TBIO database. The classification was derived 
from the positional method of elite identification. (Hofman-Lange 80–83)6 In this method, the 
societal sectors usually include politics, public administration, the armed forces, private 
business, mass media, academia and education, and voluntary associations. We retrieved all 
biographical information regarding any organization, summed total number of engagements, 
and calculated the shares of all societal sectors for each cluster. In other words, we took into 
consideration any engagement of an individual in any time, assuming that actors can be 
involved in different, sometimes even overlapping, sectors in their professional trajectories.  

4.1.1 The early post-war ideological map 
The following section presents our in-depth analyses of the semantic structures of the text 
clusters by making reference to all these networks. In this section, we discuss the semantics of 
each document cluster by examining the networks of their respective lexical features, authors, 
and periodicals. 

4.1.2 The national official discourse (KMT discourse) 
Fig. 7C shows that Cluster 1 has comparatively high readings (in comparison to readings of 
these journals in other clusters) in journals mediating political, economic, and cultural contents, 
e.g., Zhengjing yuekan, Zhengjing bao, and Zhengqi yuekan. These journals were, however, 
published by different groups. While Zhengjing bao is recognized as one of the un-official 
(minjian 民間) periodicals published by a Taiwanese intellectual, Chen Yisong 陳逸松 (1907–
1999), Jianguo yuekan and Zhengqi yuekan had been established by individuals around the 
Zhengqi Group (正氣學社), dominated by the military clique (juntong 軍統) and the Central 

Club clique (CC pai CC 派), all related to the Kuomintang party (KMT) (Xu Xiuhui 2013, 62–
63). This combination of journals is a hint that the cluster probably includes ideologically 
loaded vocabulary. But this piece of information still does not explain the dynamics among the 
journals. The last visualization in Fig. 7 shows that periodicals Zhengjing bao, editorials from 
the official newspaper Taiwan xinsheng bao and Zhonghua ribao, Zhengqi yuekan, and cultural 
supplements Haifeng and Riyuetan did share similar vocabulary and are from the lexical point 

                                                
刊目錄資料庫, available at http://dhtlj.nmtl.gov.tw/opencms/index.html) and introductions were published in the 318th issue of Wenxun 
文訊 (2012).    
6 Assignment to classes was done manually and independently by two research assistants. Both versions were compared and merged by the 
corresponding author. 
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of view closer. It does not necessarily mean that they were all periodicals endorsing the official 
ideology, but they were probably engaging with it.    

In addition, the lexical network typical for Cluster 1 (Fig. 7A) shows that the main 
actors of the early post-war East Asian international politics, like China (Zhongguo 中國), 

Japan (Riben 日本), and the US (Meiguo 美國), also stand out as the most important terms in 
this cluster. The selection of these actors captures the post-war geopolitical situation, where 
China together with its ally, the US, stood on the victorious side against Japan. Such depiction 
helped the authors to legitimize the current policies of the central government, which on the 
domestic scene was losing to the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) in the civil war. These 
keywords refer, however, to the collective actors, hiding the concrete actors issuing concrete 
policies behind the collective labels. 

The term “Taiwan” (台灣) in the lexical network is very often linked with another term, 

“compatriot,” “sibling” (tongbao 同胞), which should signal a close, family-like relationship 
between China and Taiwan and their people – an intended signal issued by the Mainland 
Chinese politically dominant minority towards Taiwanese majority.7 The family metaphors in 
addition to the metaphor of “siblings” introduce the father-like figure of the state (Guofu 國父), 
Sun Yat-sen, overseeing and guiding his children. The family metaphors are quite common in 
the post-war KMT discourse and should (a) evoke the feeling of unity, (b) by distancing from 
the Others it should identify as the enemy, and (c) should instal the common goal for the 
“Self/Us”.8 It is also very symptomatic that “Taiwan” has a strong link with “China” in the 
lexical network (Fig. 7), which reflects its dependent position on the conceptual level. 

On the other hand, “China” occupies the central position among all the keywords, 
suggesting that it was the central concept for the texts in this cluster. It is not surprising to see 
vocabulary indicating nationalist undertones in the discourse, like “state” (guojia 國家 ), 

“nation” (minzu 民族), “citizens” (guomin 國民), where the “national” is intertwined with the 
“state,” represented by the KMT party. Among the important collexemes of “China” are 
“freedom” (ziyou 自由) and “democracy” (minzhu 民主). “Democracy” together with “Science” 
were the slogans dominating the intellectual and political debates since the May Fourth 
Movement. Since the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese war, the concept of “Science,” as a means 
to compete with other countries, was slowly losing its central position in the public discourse. 
However, the “democracy” remained a strong concept to be associated with China. Later, when 
the Cold War firmly established itself, the R.O.C. on Taiwan was conceptualized as the only 
“Free China” (ziyou Zhongguo 自由中國), part of the Free World, as in opposition to the 
People's Republic of China, part of the Communist realm.9     

The concept of “China” is also linked with the keyword “building” (jianshe 建設, 

jianguo 建國). “Building” metaphor is present in the Republican discourse since the May 
Fourth Movement and was inweaved with semantic fields of “development,” “modernization,” 
and the binary opposition between “the old and the new.” (Dluhošová 2019) The concept of 
                                                
7 Lams and Lu (2018, 99) show that later, in Chiang Kai-shek's speeches in 1955, the term was linked with the Mainland trying to create a 
sense of unity with “the mainland compatriots suffering under the Communists and waiting to be rescued,” which the authors identify with 
one of the myth-making strategies of ideological texts.  
8 For more about strategies of legitimation and family metaphors see Lams and Lu (2018). 
9 The concept of “free China” as opposed to “the Communist China” in alliance with the Soviet Union was used both by the US and 
Chinese politicians. See for example, by Admiral Cooke (1949) or by the President of the Legislative Yuan Liu Chien-chun (1950). We are 
grateful to Isabelle Cheng for these references. 
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“building” after the war, however, brings a new layer of meaning of “reconstruction.” The 
subjects for the “building/reconstruction” range from  the political policies to rather abstract 
but important issues like  “psychology” (xinli 心理), which was later developed to a salient 

policy of “building of national spirit” (minzu jingshen jianshe 民族精神建設). The political 

issues  can be documented by vocabulary like “policy” (zhengce 政策), “government” (zhengfu 

政府), “economic” (jingji 經濟), but also “industry” (gongye 工業) and “land” (tudi 土地), 
foreshadowing the industrial reform and land reform starting from 1949. Another keyword 
connected both the “China” and “land” is “food” (liangshi 糧食). As Tseng Pin-Tsang (2018) 
explains, during wartime the government imposed stringent economic controls and one of them 
was food rationing eventually leading into the change of dietary preferences over the island. 
Even though food rationing was introduced in the 1950s, our analysis shows that it became on 
of the core themes within the ideologically loaded texts even before it was implemented.   

The keyword “national spirit” played an important role in the war-time propaganda. As 
argued in Dluhošová (2018b), “national spirit” was linked with the new national culture, which 
served to indoctrinate people and mobilize them during the war. The strong accent on 
mobilization echoed two other KMT initiatives. The first was the Mobilization of the National 
Spirit (Guomin jingshen zongdongyuan 國民精神總動員) launched in October 1937. Gu 
Xiaoshui (2004, 47) also thinks that Mobilization of the National Spirit should be understood 
as a continuation of the earlier Nationalist Rejuvenation Movement (minzu fuxing yundong 民
族復興運動) influenced by Nazi Germany and the New Life Movement launched in 1934. The 

second initiative was then the National Joint Pledge (Guomin gong yue 國民公約), which was 
issued in February 1939 to urge all compatriots to join forces and fight the Japanese enemy. 
The urgency of the mobilization is emphasized by the exclusive disjunction of ‘victory or defeat’ 
(i.e., life or death), which had already been formulated by Chiang Kai-shek in the early 1930s: 
“If one does not have a spirit, even though he lives, it is the same as he dies. If a country loses 
its soul, the spirit, it nominally still exists, but it is the same as it had died”「如果一個人沒有
精神，雖然活著，也如同死了一樣；國家失去了他的靈魂––精神，名義上雖然存在，
實際上也是同亡了一樣」.10 

“National spirit”, however, gained a second momentum in the 1950s when it was 
combined with another important topic of the KMT ideological texts, which is the importance 
of education. During his speech delivered on January 19, 1951, Chiang Kai-shek accused the 
unfit education to be the reason for the debacle during the civil war. 11  He explained:  
 

“What is the national and spiritual education? It is what I often talk about: the education 
of ‘inherent national moral integrity.’ In my recent speeches ‘The relationship between 
education and revolutionary building the country’ and ‘The four social bonds and the 
eight virtues of livelihood and socialization’, I repeatedly bitterly warned that all have 
to value the four values and the eight virtues –– the weapons of national spirit.” (Qin 
Xiaoyi 1984, 24:265) 

 

                                                
10 Chiang Kai-shek, “Zhongguo de liguo jingshen,” in Gu Xiaoshui (2004, 46). 
11 For more information about the national spirit education see Zhang Rongting (2005). 
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After this speech, the policy of national spirit education was launched and was 
implemented up to 1981. However, what is interesting is that the core vocabulary of the later 
policies already appear in our analysis, suggesting that the ideological mycelium was in place 
before the hard indoctrination took place in the 1950s. The historical contextualization of the 
vocabulary of this cluster shows a strong affinity to the central, official KMT policies. 

 

A 

         
                     B                                                             C 

Fig. 7: Visualizations for Cluster 1 
 

The visualization (Fig.7B) also displays the relationships of the authors based on the 
shared vocabulary, i.e., the author-based network. Although Chiang Kai-shek, the President 
and the Chairman of the KMT part, has only one article in the whole corpus, he occupies the 
center position of this network. It means that his text consists mainly of the ideologically loaded 
language which is shared by other authors. If we look at the background of the contributors (cf. 
Fig. 8), we see that the majority of them was affiliated with state administrative organizations, 
like various departments of Taiwan Provincial Administrative and Executive Office, followed 
by their involvement in the party organs. 
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Fig. 8: Backgrounds of contributors in Cluster 1  
 

In addition to Mainland politicians and bureaucrats who are positioned in the center of 
the sociogram, there surprisingly are also a few writers of Taiwanese origin, like Su Xin 蘇新 

(1907–1981) and Chen Yisong 陳逸松 (1907–2000) on the peripheral positions. The presence 
of any writers in a cluster does not necessarily mean that they are core supporters of the 
ideology presented by the cluster. This claim can be supported by a comparison of the extent 
of shared vocabulary used by the two Taiwanese contributors and Chiang Kai-shek, the central 
writer of this cluster (Tab.3). The shared vocabulary (in blue) includes keywords like ”politics” 
(zhengzhi), “freedom” (ziyou), and “government” (政府), which are rather neutral and indicates 
an interest in politics. From  the vocabulary used by the Taiwanese authors it seems that they 
were interested in the new, more locally implemented policies and ideological background of 
these policies, hence the spike of the term sanmin zhuyi in Su Xin's discourse. When compared 
to Chiang Kai-shek’s vocabulary (in red), it is more clear that Chiang’s keywords are related 
to the “national(ist)” discourse and “central” policies, as seen from terms like “China,” “US,” 
or “treaty” (tiaoyue 條約) pointing to the international terms: “China,” “state” (guojia 國家), 

“nation” (minzu 民族), a “national” (guomin 國民) all point to the nationalist discourse; terms 

like “economics” (jingji 經濟), “building the state” (jianguo 建國)， “construction” (jianshe 

建設) then point to the processes of (economic) reconstruction. The fact that these Taiwanese 
authors appear in this cluster  reminds us not to jump to conclusions and to evaluate each writer 
individually, especially those at the peripheral positions. 
 

 陳逸松 蘇新 蔣中正 

建國 0 0 1 

政治 5 4 9 

民主 3 2 0 

經濟 2 1 25 
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美國 0 0 3 

中國 2 0 126 

農民 0 2 0 

精神 1 1 6 

國家 9 1 21 

民族 4 0 12 

中國_的 0 0 30 

日本 3 0 5 

革命 0 0 5 

國民 0 0 22 

自由 3 3 2 

工業 5 0 1 

條約 0 0 47 

台灣 0 1 0 

的_文化 0 0 15 

建設 4 0 6 

政策 1 10 3 

國父 0 1 4 

政府 8 26 3 

生產 8 0 4 

三民主義 2 24 0 

憲法 0 0 2 

治安 14 0 0 

糧食 1 12 0 

土地 0 0 0 

軍人 0 0 1 
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Tab. 3: Distribution of the keywords among Chen Yisong’s, Su Xin’s, and Chiang Kai-shek’s texts. The shared vocabulary by 
all three writers with a frequency more than 1 is marked in blue; the red colour indicates ideologically loaded vocabulary close 
to the official KMT discourse. 

4.1.3 The “Local” Official Discourse  
The above-mentioned concept of “national spirit education” that has been developed in the 
1950s also documents a merge of two, before rather independent semantic groups; one was 
“national” and “state” affairs and the second one was “education.” While the “state” and 
“national” affairs are mainly present in the first cluster of our analysis, “education” appears 
mainly in Cluster 5.12 Both, however, create a core for the super-cluster on ideology. As shown 
in Fig. 9, even though the vocabulary is close to the official discourse, the vocabulary itself is 
mainly derived from Taiwan xinsheng bao 台灣新生報 and its editorials or supplements. 

Another source was Zhonghua ribao. Both newspapers are labeled as “official” (guanfang 官
方) periodicals, but were supported by different political cliques in Taiwan.13 The visualization 
of dynamics among periodicals in Fig. 9C shows that this ideological position was mainly 
occupied by a group around Taiwan xinsheng bao supported by the Taiwanese Provincial 
Administrative Executive Office (i.e., provincial governor’s office).      

From the war development we know that due to the mobilization efforts, the concept of 
“education” was sometimes intertwined with “indoctrination” (Dluhošová 2018). The same 
phenomenon is repeated here when “education” served ideological purposes and was used to 
disseminate not only the “state language” (guoyu 國語), but also was serving the sinization 
cultural policies. These have been discussed in the secondary literature and do not need to be 
repeated in detail. 14  Discussions about the “state language” touch upon the relationship 
between Chinese and Taiwanese language.15 The “state language” is linked to the “national” 
and “standard” (biaozhun 標準) while Taiwanese is linked to the “local.” Taiwanese was 
understood as one of the dialects of Chinese as in opposition to Japanese. But the exact 
definition of the relationship between Chinese and Taiwanese was not totally resolved at the 
time and was a subject of contemporary discussions.16  

The difference between Cluster 5 dealing with “Education” and “State language” and 
Cluster 1 focusing on the post-war “centrally issued policies” dwells in their focal point. While 
Cluster 1 is focusing on the national and central level, Cluster 5 is mainly focusing on 
Taiwanese affairs and social realities. So these two clusters document two different official 
discourses, which later, after the arrival of Nationalist government to Taiwan, merged. 
  

                                                
12 Among the keywords belong: “students” (xuesheng 學生), “education” (jiaoyu 教育), “teachers” (jiaoshi 教師), “school” 

(xuexiao 學校), “study” (xuexi 學習), etc.  
13 The following studies are categorization of contemporary periodicals. Chen-Zhu (1987), Chen Fangming (2001a); Huang 
Yingzhe (2007), Xu Xiuhui (2007). 
14 The main aim of the cultural policies was to remove all Japanese cultural heritage and replace it with Chinese culture. 
Chen Cuilian, Huang Yingzhe (1997, 2007) 
15 In addition to the “state language,” there are keywords “language” (yuyan 語言), “dialect” (fangyan 方言), “Japanese” 

(Ribenyu 日本語). 
16 For different argumentations see the supplement Guoyu of the Taiwan xinsheng bao. 
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B                                                                           C 

Fig.9 : Visualizations for Cluster 5 
 
 
As for the actors propagating these policies, they were also employed at the bureaucratic 
positions, but mainly at the provincial level (Fig.10). But same as it is on the discursive level, 
the actors, who positioned at the center of the sociogram in Fig.9B, were mainly connected 
with the Taiwan Provincial Administrative Executive Office, especially of the Taiwan 
Provincial Mandarin Promotion Council (Taiwan sheng guoyu weiyuanhui 臺灣省國語委員
會, henceforth the State Language Council) and the Education directorate (Jiaoyu chu 教育
處) , which were known for their promotion of sinization policies. (Huang Yingzhe 2007) 
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Fig. 10: Backgrounds of contributors in Cluster 5 
 

4.1.4 Literary Discussions and Taiwanese subjectivity  
The hierarchical analysis brought one unexpected, but understandable observation. Cluster 4, 
which mainly consists of vocabulary dealing with literature, and especially Taiwanese 
literature and culture, is to a certain extent related to the central and local official discourse. 
While explaining  the specificity of Cluster 4, we will reveal the relationship among the three 
clusters. 

Unlike Cluster 1, where the core vocabulary was clearly tied to “China,” Cluster 4 is 
definitely dominated with vocabulary related to “Taiwan,” as it is documented by more 
weighted edges on the right side of the sociograph (Fig11A).17 Interesting is the connection 
between “Taiwan” and “Okinawa” (Ryukyu 琉球), which is not present in any other clusters. 
This interest in Okinawa was probably sparkled by an attempt of Okinawa people to declare 
independence to Japan after the war (Ryūkyū Dokuritsu Undō 琉球独立運動 ) using an 
argument that from the 15th century Okinawa used to be an independent kingdom paying 
tribute to China and not Japan. This topic was developed in the supplement Haifeng, clearly 
positioning Okinawa, Taiwan, and Pescador islands (Penghu 澎湖) as marime frontiers of 
China, documenting rather euphoric post-war geopolitical imaginary of some Chinese 
intellectuals.18 

In Fig. 11A, the relationships among the keywords also suggest that the cluster is not 
linked to any official policies, but rather inclined towards topics related to “literature” (wenxue 
文學), a topic distant from the previous two clusters.19 The characteristics of the literature 
proposed in this cluster can be found on the left and top peripheral positions in the lexical 
network. On one hand, we have vocabulary related to the “May Fourth Movement” (wusi 

                                                
17 For example, “Taiwan” (臺灣), “Taiwanese (people)” (Taiwanren 臺灣人), “Taiwanese literature” (Taiwan wenxue 
臺灣文學), “Taiwanese new literature” (Taiwan xin wenxue 臺灣新文學), “in Taiwan” (zai Taiwan 在臺灣), “[attribute] 

Taiwan” (de Taiwan 的臺灣).  
18 The authors distinguished between “my country” (wo guo 我國),  “Taiwan”, and “Okinawa” which 
suggest their geographical affiliation to “China”. 
19 Keywords like “poetry” (shige 詩歌) or “new poetry” (xinshi 新詩) are actually among the vocabulary that is 
repulsed the most from the cluster 1. 
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yundong 五四運動).20 As argued in Dluhošová (2013), the interpretation of the legacy of the 
May Fourth Movement became a battlefield for the Taiwanese and Chinese intellectuals. Xu 
Shouchang (1946, 1947a, 1947b), for example, saw Taiwanese literature as an heir of the 
Chinese nativist literature (xiangtu wenxue) having its roots in the May Fourth movement. That 
allowed them to conceptualize Taiwanese literature as anti-imperial and nationalist – 
vocabulary present in our analysis as well – and also allowed them to overcome uneven 
relationship implied by other contemporary definitions of Taiwanese literature.21 On the other 
hand, we have a group of keywords like “realism,” “new realism,” “romanticism” and “reality”, 
which were core vocabulary of the proponents of Taiwanese literature as the proletarian 
literature or as the “new realism” literature understood as a dialectic unity of the “revolutionary 
realism” and “revolutionary romanticism.”22 

These discussions are very familiar to the historians of Taiwanese literature, because 
they laid down one of the keystones of later formulated definition of Taiwanese literature.23 As 
documented in our visualization of the periodical-based network (Fig. 11C), the vocabulary 
(and also the debates) appeared in several periodicals. The core periodicals for the discussion 
about the character of Taiwanese literature are well known periodicals like the supplement 
Qiao, the journals like Zhengjing bao, or Taiwan wenhua, which are core journals in the journal 
network as well. The visualisation, however, shows the supplement Haifeng occupies the most 
central position. This supplement has not been primarily analyzed in the secondary scholarship 
in regard to the literary discussions and our analysis shows that it deserves closer analysis based 
on close reading.  
 

 
A 

                                                
20 The terms in this cluster are, for example, “May Fourth (Movement)” (Wusi 五四), “new literature and art” 
(xin wenyi 新文藝), “anti imperialist” (fan di 反帝), “imperialism” (diguo zhuyi 帝國主義), “anti feudal” (fan 

fengjian 反封建) are terms with which the May Fourth Movement Literature was defined. 
21 Ge Lei (1948). 
22 Hu Shaozhong (1948) and Yang Feng (1948a, b, c), Luotuo Ying (1948). 
23 These discussions attracted a lot of scholarly attention and we will not repeat the main observation here. For 
more see Ye Shitao (1984); Peng Ruijin (1991, 1997); Li Ruiteng (1997).  
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Fig. 11: Visualizations of Cluster 4. 
 
 

As for the authors who are related to this cluster, the majority of them are intellectuals 
and literary writers taking part in the literary discussions (Fig. 11B). Fig. 12 sheds some light 
on their background. Even though 30% of the contributors also occupied certain positions in 
the public administration, there is a drop in comparison to the previous Cluster 5 (i.e., one 
supporting the sinization policies), where public administration occupied 59%. The 
involvement in political organs are approximately the same in both clusters 4 and 5, but there 
is an increase in sectors like private business (5%), mass media (15%) and voluntary 
associations (23%). TBIO database, on which the categorization is based, currently labels any 
free time activity as a voluntary organization, including various poetic or cultural associations. 
The category, as it is defined right now, therefore could not distinguish the character of all 
organizations included within it, but it shows that the contributors were more engaged in non-
employment activities, often connected to culture and society. The increase in mass media 
points out to the higher inclusion of editors and journalists in the cluster 4. Category of 
academia and education includes both teachers and students. This cluster consists of both more 
established figures, but also young writers trying to secure their positions in the literary field–
–a phenomenon not present in the previous two clusters attracting only established figures. The 
absence of categories and Police, Armed Force, and State Business shows how much the 
position of the Cluster 4 (mainly discussing Taiwanese literature) differs from the cluster 1 
(interested in political issues on the central level).  
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Fig. 12: Backgrounds of contributors in Cluster 4 
 

It may come as a surprise that a cluster with literary-oriented vocabulary is linked with 
ideologically oriented (propagandist) clusters. One of the reasons may be that the texts from 
Cluster 4 share certain vocabulary with Clusters 1 and 5. These discussions are essentially 
about the definition of Taiwan, its literature, and culture constructed against “China”. Therefore 
even though “China” is not present in the lexical network as one of the prominent keywords, it 
was present in the discussions. Cluster 4 represents the reaction of intellectuals (both of Chinese 
and Taiwanese origins) to the sinization cultural policies, the argumentation, selected 
vocabulary, and style are therefore closer to the other two clusters propagating opposite 
ideological standpoints. 

Finally, one may wonder why Cluster 4 was not connected to Cluster 3 and 2, which 
are clearly literary clusters. A briefe glance at the lexical network for cluster 3 (Fig. 13A) shows 
that the core vocabulary is connected to literary criticism.24 In comparison to Cluster 4, Cluster 
3 does not include any mention about “Taiwan” or “China” – the hot topics of the co-temporary 
political debates in Taiwan. The cluster 3, thus, seems to be apolitical. This apolitical standpoint 
is then deepened by its affinity with Cluster 2, which clearly derives from literary writings 
(personal essays). The style of Cluster 2 was discussed above and is very distant to the stylistic 
style of the ideologically loaded texts of the Clusters 1, 5, and 4.   
 
 
 

                                                
24 Among those are, for example, “writer” (zuozhe 作者; zuojia 作家), “reader” (duzhe 讀者),  “creation” 
(chuangzuo 創作), [artistic] “work” (zuopin 作品), “writing” (xiezuo 寫作), “art” (yishu 藝術), “to represent” 
(biaoxian 表現), “to describe” (miaoxie 描寫), “story” (gushi 故事), “character” (renwu 人物), “style” 
(fengge 風格), and the like. 
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A 

                
B                                                                                C 

Fig.13: Visualizations of Cluster 3 
 
The journal network (Fig.13C) shows that these literary-critical discussions took place in 
different supplements, not only in Qiao – the most famous and the most discussed supplement 
– as one would assume. Similarly, the journal network in Fig. 14C indicates that supplements 
Haifeng and Riyue tan were mainly the platforms for co-temporary literary writings – again a 
hint for literary scholars to focus their attention to.  
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Fig. 14: Visualization of Cluster 2. 
 
As for the writers networks, while cluster 3 is occupied with high number of known figures, 
like Huang Rongcan 黃榮燦, Ye Shitao 葉石濤, Mao Yibo 毛一波, Xu Shouchang 許壽裳, 

or Lin Shuguang 林曙光, it is not the case for cluster 2 dominated by writers using their pen 
names. The difference is of course given by the genre and the practice of publishing in a given 
time. While literary critical work would be signed by the author both to exercise, but also gain 
more of literary or academic prestige, it is not the case for the production of literary works as 
such. Writers could hide their identity because of possible political persecution, or because the 
journal served a closed group of friends who knew each other’s pseudonym.   
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5 Conclusion 
The corpus-based analysis of the texts created in the early post-war period helps us to 
understand the dynamics of the discourse of the period. The lexical patterns divide texts into 
two super-clusters defined by both their style of writing and content. The literary historians, 
usually do not scrutinize the publication production from this perspective and therefore our 
analysis is bringing a new angle to see publication production in a new light. 
 Our analysis showed that not surprisingly texts conveying similar ideological 
standpoints can share similar vocabulary and higher lexical structures. But the case of two 
Taiwanese authors engaging in a discussion on topics close to otherwise mainlanders cluster 
(no.1) documented that not all authors in a cluster need to share similar worldviews. Only close 
analysis of shared vocabulary showed interest in different issues. 

The new method helped us to understand the dynamics among different types of writing, 
journals, and individuals. It proved that from the lexical perspective the literary discussions 
about Taiwanese literature was less “literary” but rather “political.” The discussion was lead 
on the abstract level and usually did not include analysis of  literary writings. Furthermore, it 
also documents that the boundary between the literary field and the field of power in the late 
1940s was very thin. The authors may have argued for the autonomy of Taiwanese literature, 
but they did so in reaction to the pressure from the field of power coming both from the central 
and provincial levels. That being said, the real autonomous positions of literary field are those 
which are not related to politics and political discussions, very likely the works included in our 
other literary super-cluster (clusters 2 and 3). The texts and their authors are preoccupied with 
the forms and contents of literary work and theorize the literary writings. That differentiates 
them from the ideological super-cluster. In particular, the journal networks in clusters 2 and 3 
can direct future research on Taiwanese literature, which are “hidden” in currently understudied 
periodicals. 

Proponents of different ideological standpoints do share a different background and our 
analysis showed what actors and with what predispositions were predominantly attracted to 
different clusters. On the intellectual level, they form distinct ideological groups and strategic 
manipulation of the shared discourse may allow them to occupy the particular positions on the 
imagined ideological map 
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科技部補助專題研究計畫執⾏國際合作與移地研究⼼得報告 

⽇期：107 年 9 ⽉ 10 ⽇ 

                                 

⼀、 執⾏國際合作與移地研究過程 

此雙邊計畫由於核定經費有限，本⼈將第⼀年度之移地研究經費流⽤，與第⼆年⼀

同使⽤，此次移地研究⾏程，安排於 106 學年度下學期期末結束之際，避開學期間課

務繁忙之時，同時也避免出差⾏程可能耽誤學⽣課程之補課問題。此次執⾏國際合

作與移地研究，主要是希望透過雙⽅具體⾯對⾯的討論，針對以下幾個議題，釐清

雙邊後續合作的主要⼯作事項與內容： 

(1) 在「台灣戰後初期語料庫 Taiwan Early Post-war Corpus」建置中，有許多⽂本

之紙本資料是由捷克⽅計畫主持⼈路丹妮博⼠所提供，此次⾏程我們針對⼿

上所有紙本資料，針對掃描品質以及是否要納⼊後續數位化程序，⼀⼀檢視。 

(2) 此次合作計畫，我⽅主要負責「台灣戰後初期語料庫」建置，另⼀⼯作重點為

捷克⽅之「台灣⼈物傳記知識本體網 Taiwan Biographical Ontology」建置，

針對此資料庫的建置，有許多設計層⾯的問題需要仔細考量，因此，在此次

國合過程中，我們特別針對「台灣⼈物傳記知識本體網」與「台灣戰後初期

語料庫」的可能連結，討論可能的發展⽅向。 

(3) 在這次的合作中，我們也仔細分析⽬前雙⽅合作上的⼀些軟硬體限制，在交換

⽬前⼿上的語料庫資料後發現，在我⽅整個經費與⼈⼒的限制上，語料庫建

計畫編號 MOST  106-2923-H-003-001-MY2 

計畫名稱 時代中的概念：語料庫為本之⽅法探究台灣戰後初期⽂學場域及

其⽂藝社會學應⽤ 

出國⼈員姓名 陳正賢 
服務機構

及職稱 

國⽴台灣師範⼤學英語系 

助理教授 

出國時間 
107 年 6 ⽉ 28 ⽇⾄

107 年 7 ⽉ 13 ⽇ 
出國地點 

捷克布拉格 

出國研究⽬的 
□實驗 □⽥野調查 □採集樣本 ■國際合作研究 □使⽤國外研

究設施 
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置可能無法在短時間內成⾧迅速，因此我們討論與更多外界合作的可能性，

其中，我們討論如何能夠將雙邊合作計畫，向第三⽅延伸，同時開始與美國

芝加哥⼤學 Spencer Stewart 合作聯繫。 

(4) 我⽅針對⽬前語料庫建置之規模報告，同時依據捷克⽅需求，討論在刊物和作

者的選取上，是否需要調整。 

 

⼆、 研究成果 

– 這次合作討論過程中，我們進⾏⾸次初步分析，擷取語料庫⽂本資料之詞彙分

佈，進⾏階層群集分析（Hierarchical Cluster Analysis），針對⽂本⾃動化分類

群集，討論其所反映之語意適切性，以及背後意識形態的代表性。透過這些初

步分析結果，思索未來語料庫建置時，是否須考量特定刊物或作者⽂本之收錄。 

– 除了詞彙分析，我們也利⽤具有初步規模的「台灣戰後初期語料庫」，進⾏網絡

分析(Network Analysis)，這⼀直是這次雙邊合作的重點項⽬之⼀，在交換分析

結果後，我們確定⽬前研究⽅向是可⾏的。 

– 此外，我們也針對⽬前「台灣戰後初期語料庫」中所蒐錄之作者，查詢與捷克

⽅所建置之「台灣⼈物傳記知識本體網」之間的相容性有多少，確⽴有⾜夠數

⽬的語料庫作者群，也涵蓋在⼈物傳記網中。 

 

三、建議 

– 我⽅建議捷克⽅可嘗試建構「關鍵詞」列表，透過過去⽂獻探討或⽂本分析中，

以⼈⼯⽅式選取重要概念詞，這可作為未來與量化語料庫⾃動抽取之關鍵詞⽐

較依據。 

– 捷克⽅建議我⽅需考量，語料庫建置過程中，⽂本資料蒐集的代表性。⽬前語

料庫⽂章似乎偏向每⼀特定類型刊物和作者，這將嚴重影響後續關鍵詞以及網

絡分析結果代表性，因此，捷克⽅建議應納⼊特定幾本刊物，作為優先數位化

⽬標。 

– 初步分析結果，雙⽅認爲應可嘗試於國際數位⼈⽂相關會議發表，也同時討論

2019 年可能發表的平台與會議。 
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四、本次出國若屬國際合作研究，雙⽅合作性質係屬：(可複選) 

■分⼯收集研究資料 

■交換分析實驗或調查結果 

■共同執⾏理論建⽴模式並驗証 

■共同執⾏歸納與⽐較分析 

□元件或產品分⼯研發 

□其他 (請填寫) _______ 

五、其他 

無。 



科技部補助專題研究計畫出席國際學術會議心得報告 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 日期：108年 8月 24日 

               	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	  

一、 參加會議經過 

 

International Convention of Asian Scholars是一個跨領域的學術會議，主題囊括各式

各樣關於泛亞洲區域之主題討論，包括：語言文學、歷史、城市、多媒體、社會與

認同、性別、哲學、藝術與文化等。今年是第十一屆，為一歷史悠久、以亞洲文化

為主題之國際會議。這是本人第一次參加這樣大規模、跨領域之國際會議，而參加

動機來自於此次雙邊國際合作計畫的捷克方計畫主持人，路丹妮博士的推薦，她認

為這是個很好的國際場合，能夠將台灣研究，推廣到國際舞台，在整個亞洲學術研

究中，佔有一席之地。 
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這次本人是由台北出發，搭乘中華航空直航班機，直飛荷蘭阿姆斯特丹，會議舉辦

地，Leiden，正逢暑假旅遊旺季，同時今年度巧碰遇上 Leiden University四百四十

四歲生日慶祝，因此有許多大型嘉年華活動，人潮眾多。本人在五月規劃行程時，

發現 Leiden的飯店住宿已經大多額滿，因此這次會議，本人選擇居住在距離 Leiden

大約二十分鐘左右火車車程之城市，Hague。選擇居住在 Hague的另一個優勢是，

相對於 Amsterdam或是 Leiden，Hague的住宿費用相對比較便宜，可節省不少開

支。 

 

此次會議為期四天，大會在會前即有提醒各個與會者，因人潮眾多，建議能夠在會

議前一天，七月十五日，提早報到。本人也在七月十五日下午即完成報到。 

 

二、 與會心得 

這次參與 International Convention of Asian Scholars，主要是由雙邊計畫捷克方的計

畫主持人，路丹妮博士領導，並與中央研究院台灣史研究所張隆志教授、國立清華

大學中文系祝平次教授以及祝老師博士指導生李威環，共同發表一個主題性論文座

談會(Panel Discussion)，總共有四篇文章發表，依序為： 

– Dynamics of Intermarriage and Prestige Portfolios of Taiwanese Elites (1895-1976) 

(路丹妮博士) 

– The Cultural Nexus of Modern Taiwanese Intellectuals: the Case of Yang Zhaojia 

(1892-1976) (張隆志教授) 

– Surviving Political Change: Taiwanese Religious Confucians after the Second World 

War (李威環博士生) 

– Mapping Conceptual Development and Ideological Camps in the Early Post-war 

Taiwan: Combining Semantic Network Analysis and Social Network Analysis 

Perspectives (陳正賢博士與路丹妮博士) 



 

本人與路丹妮博士共同發表該場次的第四篇文章，「Mapping Conceptual 

Development and Ideological Camps in the Early Post-war Taiwan」。大會將我們的座談

場次安排在七月十八日下午五點至六點四十五分，由清華大學中文系副教授祝平次

主持。依據大會主題分類，我們的座談會歸屬於「歷史學」，該場次有許多對於台

灣史學、文化研究有興趣的工作者前來參加，同時也有不少路丹妮博士合作過的相

關領域學者，會後也針對發表主題有不少討論，本人收穫良多。 

 

本次座談會所共同發表的四篇文章，均環繞以網絡分析量化方法來研究人際與文字

之間的連結，此數位量化分析方法，在整個文學或是歷史學研究中，仍屬新興工

具，因此，在發表過程中，也激盪出不少討論和想法，最後在祝平次教授以及路丹

妮博士的主導下，圓滿落幕。 

 

此次與會後最大的心得是關於此次的會議規模，從整個會議議程安排來看，幾乎每

一個時段，不論是否依據主題性的論文發表或是投稿的完整座談會，都有將近二十

場以上同時間進行的論文發表，與會當下，其實與會者很難能夠立即掌控自己有興

趣的場次。而會議似乎也了解大家有這樣的疑慮，這次會議提供了一個手機程式，

讓所有與會者免費下載。利用這個程式，每一個與會者可以迅速搜尋相關關鍵字或

作者名稱，尋找自己有興趣的場次及論文發表，同時也可以利用該程式的推播功

能，宣達重要公告事項以及會議議程之臨時性調整。因此我們認為主辦單位非常用

心，這也是我們第一次參加有國際會議提供手機程式的研討會。 

 

此外，在參加完 International Convention of Asian Scholars後，我們發現，亞洲研究

涵蓋許多相關領域，往往每一個主題都必須考量不同層面，比方說一個文學創作議

題的研究，可能就必須考量到某個時空背景下的歷史與文化，甚至藝術創作，因



此，此次與會的另一個最大心得感想是，如果一個人文研究要做得宏觀、做得深

入，格局就必須放大，而這樣的一個跨領域會議，確實提供一個很棒的國際平台，

讓每一個台灣文化研究者，能與其他亞洲文化研究者互動。 

 

三、 發表論文全文或摘要 

 

Mapping Conceptual Development and Ideological Camps in the Early Post-war 

Taiwan: Combining Semantic Network Analysis and Social Network Analysis 

Perspectives 

 

Alvin Cheng-Hsien Chen (National Taiwan Normal University) 

Táňa Dluhošová (Oriental Institute, Czech Academy of Sciences) 

  

ABSTRACT: 

This study examines the semantic development of key terms in Taiwan from a corpus-

based perspective. Keywords in a particular context map an implicit characteristic way of 

thinking in a community onto an explicit observable linguistic representation. Specifically, 

we investigated the lexical patterns in Taiwan Early Post-war Corpus, a small-size corpus 

consisting of opinion articles and proasic writings produced in 1945–1949. Keywords 

associated to each article were statistically defined using the distinctiveness values from 

the multiple distinctive collexeme analysis, covering both unigrams and bigrams from the 

text. Based on the lexical distribution of the keywords, we used hierarchical cluster 

analysis to identify the sub-groupings of the texts in the corpus and conducted lexical 

network analysis with keywords from each cluster to further examine the within-cluster 

homogeneity and between-cluster heterogeneity. Moreover, we also examined the 



networks associated with the authors and periodicals included in each cluster based on 

their commonalities in keyword usages. Having identified the semantic clusters which 

represent ideological preferences, we conducted a prosopographical study on the authors 

of these concepts and thus combined findings from lexical network analysis with social 

network analysis. In doing so, we paid attention to such aspects as education, work 

experience, and publication outlets (data from Taiwan Biographical Ontology, TBIO). The 

combination of these analyses will create a multi-layered network system, which will not 

only help identify ideological camps in post-war Taiwan and illuminate their respective 

ideologies but also characterize their members.   

 

四、 建議 

a) 這次參加會議我們發現，大會有時對於發表論文的主題歸類不盡完善，

有時在聆聽完整個發表後，發現可能跟原本認知的大會主題歸類不同。

或許未來，站在會議籌備者的角度，可以想想應如何規劃會議議程之主

題，以利與會者能夠更有效率的從會議中找到適切的研究主題發表聆

聽。 

b) 這次會議主要的場所大約分散在 Leiden University三個不同學院之建築

物。由於歐洲人往往比較習慣行走，對於距離感來說，似乎相對於亞洲

人，容忍度比較高。對於會議舉辦方來說，從 Leiden車站走到會議地

點，根據他們的說法是「within walking distance」，但實際上行走，需花

費近 30分鐘。同樣，在會議不同地點行走時，也需要大概五到十分鐘的

時間。因此，未來會議的交通部分，可能要考量到亞洲國家與歐洲國際

對於交通便利之認知差異。 

c) 由於歐洲夏季長日照的關係，通常暑假於歐洲舉辦的國際研討會，整個

議程都會安排得相當滿，大多都會將場次安排到將近晚上七點鐘，就整



個與會時間來說，從早上九點，到晚上七點，相當長的時間，對於平日

熟悉亞洲朝九晚五工作時程的工作者來說，著實是個挑戰。 

 

五、 攜回資料名稱及內容 

a) 會議手冊 

b) 會議袋 

c) Leiden University週年廣告宣頁及紀念物 

 

六、其他 

無。 
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